
L Prospects® System

baseline distribution and access
Powered panels supply 4-circuit, 8-wire power, including a dedicated circuit for sensitive 
equipment. Nonpowered panels can be retrofitted with power harnesses.

cable management, base and top
Prospects panels deliver substantial capacity for telecommunications. The base raceway with
energy installed accommodates 55 Category 5, 4-pair UTP cables at a 40 percent fill rate. 
In the top raceway, there’s room for 13 Category 5,4-pair UTP cables. To simplify installation
and reconfiguration, cables are laid in. Cable management finished ends let cables run 
continuously between different height panels. Panel bases are available with an optional
grounded metal barrier to separate data cables from power harnesses.

at the work surface
The cable management panel carries energy and data to work surface height for easy user
access. It carries 34 Category 5, 4-pair UTP cables with energy. Also, Prospects tackboards 
can be ordered with receptacles and ports for work surface access to power and 
telecommunications.

distribution paths: power data

12-year, 3-shift warranty

Like all Herman Miller products, the Prospects system is durable for long-term performance and value. 
As a statement of our confidence in its quality, Prospects is covered by the Herman Miller Warranty—
a straightforward promise that we stand behind that quality 100 percent. The 12-year, 3-shift warranty covers 
all standard elements and includes labor on all warranty work.

For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers, 
please visit us at www.HermanMiller.com or call (800) 851 1196. 
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trim and practical
By combining flexibility, strength, and function, the Prospects system helps 
people and workspaces perform efficiently. It comfortably supports an individual’s
technology-intensive processes as well as a team’s collaboration. And Prospects can
be installed and changed with ease. While totally practical, Prospects brings refined
lines and trim accents to the traditional panel system, ensuring the office looks as
smart as it works.

sophisticated touches
For the appeal of fine wood furniture, Prospects panels, storage
fronts, and work surfaces are available in Geiger® premium veneers
and natural finishes. All Geiger veneers are book matched for 
beautiful, consistent wood-grain patterns from surface to surface.
Finished ends and top caps in Geiger wood add millwork-quality
detailing. And the Prospects pedestal and lateral file are all wood,
including the interior and insert, with a choice of stylish pulls.

panel choices
Prospects slim-profile panels are available in 
6 heights (31-80 inches) and 9 widths (12-60
inches). They can be fabric covered or veneer
covered as well as acoustical, glazed, or open.
Door panels add privacy. Stacking panels, in
glass or fabric, are available in 2 heights—
14 and 17 inches. Seven top cap and finished
end cap options offer a variety of looks.
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a perfect fit
Herman Miller freestanding furniture, including mobile
and height-adjustable tables, integrates with Prospects 
to enhance workstation flexibility. Geiger freestanding
casegoods coordinate with Prospects as well.

strong, simple 
connector
A steel draw rod
pr0vides durability and
runs the height of the
panel for a rigid, tight fit.
The connector automati-
cally aligns panels for
easier installation.
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baseline distribution and access
Powered panels supply 4-circuit, 8-wire power, including a dedicated circuit for sensitive 
equipment. Nonpowered panels can be retrofitted with power harnesses.

cable management, base and top
Prospects panels deliver substantial capacity for telecommunications. The base raceway with
energy installed accommodates 55 Category 5, 4-pair UTP cables at a 40 percent fill rate. 
In the top raceway, there’s room for 13 Category 5,4-pair UTP cables. To simplify installation
and reconfiguration, cables are laid in. Cable management finished ends let cables run 
continuously between different height panels. Panel bases are available with an optional
grounded metal barrier to separate data cables from power harnesses.
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